Always devoted
to fashion
The Devoted collection is born to show casual wear and offers poses
the way you want them to be seen.
The female mannequins are fashionholic, dynamic and full of energy.
They shop trendy brands and can perfectly combine different looks.
The male poses are rather cool and relaxed. With their perfect sizing,
they ensure any garment looks amazing. Male and female, they create
a perfect balance next to each other.
Feel free to contact us for more information.
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Style is a simple way
of saying complicated things
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WOMEN

DETAILS

GENERAL DIMENSIONS

Includes square base
in stainless steel white
matte, foot pin, calf pin.

height
shoulders
chest
waist
hips

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm

40 cm

PRICE: 329 €

182
38
84
62
82
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DEVOF01_BWH

DEVOF02_BWH

DEVOF03_BWH

DEVOF04_BWH

DEVOF05_BWH

DEVOF06_BWH

DEVOF07_BWH

DEVOF08_BWH

DEVOF09_BWH

DEVOF10_BWH

10D40

MEN

INCLUDED

GENERAL DIMENSIONS

Includes square base in
brushed stainless steel,
foot pin, calf pin.

height
shoulders
chest
waist
hips
clothes

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
/M

40 cm

PRICE: 329 €

188
47
97
78
97
EU 48
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DEVOM21_BWH

DEVOM22_BWH

DEVOM23_BWH

DEVOM24_BWH

DEVOM25_BWH

DEVOM26_BWH

Trade benefits at a glance
PREMIUM SERVICE
At Best Mannequins, you can count on a straightforward, personal
and above all service-oriented approach.

GRAND SHOWROOM
Get inspired in our grand showroom of 1500m². This is where our collections
are brought to life.

LARGE STOCK
95% of the collections offered in our online shop are available in stock.
So most products can be picked up or shipped immediately upon ordering.

WORLDWIDE SHIPMENT
Wherever your business or project is located on the globe, our logistic experts
make sure your orders are delivered smoothly and without delays.

3D CUSTOM-MADE DESIGN
Best Mannequins has its in-house 3D SCAN & PRINT studio. Our experienced
3D sculptor will be glad to transform your ideas into 3D visuals.
Custom-made prototyping is now faster than ever before.

EXCELLENT SERVICE
In our in-house workshop, we offer you quality refurbishment and repairs of
display mannequins, forms and metal displays. For an affordable price,
a professional respray service is offered.

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
At Best Mannequins there is a constant research for innovative and practical
solutions which improve the functionality and durability of our products. We
pioneer to offer you the most advanced fittings and best coatings on the
market. Thanks to a rigorous quality control process, we achieve to guarantee
you a consistent quality. Our sourcing knowhow allows us to produce at the
most cost-efficient way so you can rely on us as a partner offering you the
BEST quality/price ratio on the market.

SUSTAINABILITY
Best Mannequins is actively taking steps to implement innovative production
solutions which reduce the impact on the environment and/or improve the
working conditions in its factories. Instead of the conventional fiber reinforced
polyester, we stimulate several more planet friendly raw materials such as
bio-resin and recyclable plastics. Our showroom is carbon neutral and we are
constantly working on more sustainable solutions such as our respray and
repair service to boost the longevity of our products.

Splenterbeekstraat 2, 8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium
T +32 (0) 56 666 400
www.bestmannequins.be | sales@bestmannequins.be

